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Network-based Malware Monitor
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Abstract An antivirus is a widely used solution for detecting malicious softwares in client devices.

The performance of antivirus solutions in the mobile client environment is critical due to its resource

constrains. Many solutions light-weighting client's overhead in the mobile client environment have been

developed. However, most solutions require platform modifications or software installations and it

decreases their realizations in practice. In this paper, we propose a solution detecting malwares on

networks using the Software Defined Network (SDN). Our main goal is designing a solution detecting

malwares of mobile client without involving the client into the work. We contribute to provide a solution

that does not require client-side installations or modifications and so is easily applicable in practice.
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1. Introduction*

As a mobile device is widely used, the

operations done in the PC are now possible by

the mobile. In addition, smartphone users have

increased in number and attacks targeted

smartphones have increased as well. In 2014

third-quarter, McAfee[1] found over 0.7 million

new mobile malwares. The types of an

Antivirus for detecting malwares are a

signature-based antivirus, a heuristic-based

antivirus and a behavior-based antivirus. The

signature-based antivirus, the most

basicantivirus, has the increasing number of

signature patterns as the number of malwares
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increased. Hence, it causes a performance

degradation issue: detection time of

signature-based antivirus increases and then

throughput decreases. In this paper, the

method we propose is to detect malwares on

networks instead of the client environment. In

this regard, we use the software defined

network [2, 3]. SDN, the software defined

network, enables the management and control

of the network. Our main goal is providing a

solution removing client's involvement so that

the solution can be easily realized in practice

without software installation or platform

modification in the client environment.

The paper is organized as follows: Section

Ⅱ and Ⅲ describes related work. In Section

Ⅳ , we provide the description of our solution,

MWMon(Malware Monitor). Finally, in Section

Ⅴ, we conclude.
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2. Related Works 1: The Research for

Security Using SDN

Solutions applied to a security by using

SDN are classified as three types that Table 1

shows.

On the basis of the purpose of applying

SDN to the security, there are three types of

solutions: monitoring solutions, detecting

solutions for malicious behaviors and network

security enhancement solutions using the

access control.

The SDN is used for monitoring network

traffics and detecting malicious network flows.

To overcome that configuring when security

equipment is applied is difficult in the cloud,

CloudWatcher[4] suggests a network monitoring

service. SDN-based forensic system [5]

investigates attacks such as various network

failures and data leakages in data center

networks. For the protection of mobile wireless

network environment, the framework [6] that

monitors the network and then detects an

intrusion in a network Endhost is suggested.*

The SDN is used to detect DDoS

(Distributed Denial of Services) attacks and an

intrusion of malicious applications. Once the

DDoS attack is detected, the SDN application

provides a new IP address to the server to

defend against the attack and redirection

address information that contains CAPTCHA

[7] to clients. The method[8] which blocks a

bot if it fails to recognize the redirection

information is proposed. Monitoring network

threats, MalwareMonitor[9] can detect

malwares such as a botnet. A solution[10, 11]

for detecting malwares of embedded and

mobile devices and a framework[6] for

* While many network intrusion solutions already

have been researched[28-30], SDN is also used to

detect intrusions.

detecting intrusions in wireless networks are

also proposed. To protect against an attacker

tries to discover network vulnerabilities by

scanning tools, a solution[12] that changes

from a real IP to a virtual IP randomly is

suggested and it manages a virtual IP by

using the SDN controller. It makes a network

access control policy that control and monitor

network flows. CloudWatcher guarantees all

possible network packets which security

equipment can check in the Cloud. It also

controls network flows and provides the

Simply Policy Script. In a guest WiFi,

OpenWiFi[13] uses SDN for the access control

and authentication so that it suggests the

WiFi system. OpenSec[14] suggests the

OpenFlow-based security framework. In this

circumstance, a network manager creates

security policies for a specific flow. Such

security policies are composed of explanation

about the flow, security service lists where the

flow will be applied and a countermeasure

against the case malicious contents are found.

Purpose Related Works

Monitoring

Cloud [4]

Wireless Network [6]

Forensic [5]

Detection

DDoS Attack[8, 9]

Malware [6, 9, 10, 11]

Vulnerability Scanning [12]

Access

Control

Cloud [4]

Wireless Network [13]

Access Control [14]

Table 1 The Research of Security Using SDN

3. Related Works 2: Antivirus Solution In a

Lightweight Client Environment

As mobile internet devices are pervasive,
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more efficient antivirus solutions for

lightweight client environment are necessary:

many researches have been studied to reduce

client-side overheads of antiviruses [15, 16, 17,

22, 26]. In particular, there have been

researches improving client-side performance

of signature-based antiviruses by relying on

Cloud server[15, 16, 22, 26]. Also, there is a

solution designed for Android mobile

devices[17]. This solution introduces an agent

relaying malicious file detection requests from

client to the third-party scanning services and

sending the result back to client. In this

section, we briefly review major antivirus

solutions designed for lightweight client

environment.

3.1 CloudAV

CloudAV[15] suggests the signature-based

antivirus used to detect malwares. When a file

is downloaded or created by a client, CloudAV

sends it to a server to analyse. After

analyzing the file, the server sends the result

to the client, and then CloudAV determines

whether to block the file or not on the basis

of the result. Because CloudAV, however,

sends the files to the server to examine, it

may violate the privacy of users who handle

sensitive data[15, 16].

3.2 SplitScreen

SplitScreen[16] proposes the cloud-based

signature antivirus. To reduce violating the

privacy, SplitScreen sends a bit vector of a

file which showed the suspicious result from

the prematch to the server instead of sending

the whole of the file. Then, the server

searches for actual signature patterns from the

given bit vector and sends the signature data

to the client so that the actual test is

progressed. SplitScreen offers lightens client

environment because it does not save whole

signature databases but receives the signatures

of the suspicious file determined by the

prematch from the server.

3.3 ThinAV

ThinAV[17] proposes the antivirus which

detects maliwares on Android based mobile

devices. Using the Internet, it uses a number

of anti-virus services, and offers the lightened

cloud-based anti-virus for Android devices.

ThinAV consists of two main components: an

Android client and a server. The Android

client sends applications to examine to the

server, and the server sends the files again to

the third-party scanning services (Kaspersky

[18], VirusChief[19], VirusTotal[20], ComDroid

[21]) so that the client knows the reported

result from them. The Android client modifies

the Android OS Package Manager and

performs periodical checks by the Killswitch

module for applications installed.

Fig. 1 The System Architecture

of ThinAV.
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4. MWMon(Malware Monitor)

The main goal of our solution is providing

an antirivus solution not requesting client-side

work. Consequently, it requires neither

client-side platform modification nor client-side

program installation. Previously introduced

solutions such as CloudAV, SplitScreen and

ThinAV reduce client-side overhead but still

need client-side work. Therefore, their

solutions require client platform modification or

client program installation. To realize our goal,

we use SDN and monitor traffic to mobile

devices.

The essential way MWMon works is as

follows: when an Android client downloads an

application to install, MWMon detects the

application's malice and blocks if it is. Since

detection is done on networks, there are no

needs to install any applications to the client

or modify the Android platforms.

Furthermore, while previous solutions for

lightweight environment focus on

signature-based detection, our solution provide

an integrated detection system including

signature-based detection, static analysis and

dynamic analysis.

4.1 System Architecture

Fig. 2 is the structure of MWMon. When

the client tries to install an application on the

mobile device, the OpenFlow switch copies the

packets and sends them to the OpenFlow

controller. Then, the controller sends the given

packets again to the detection module for the

result that tells if the application is malicious

one or not. The detection module is largely

made up of two modules: the signature

detection module and the analysis module. The

signature detection module detects malware by

signatures, but in the case of searching failure,

the analysis module is followed to tell whether

an application is malicious or not.

4.2 Detection Module

4.2.1 Signature Detection Module

The signature detection module examines

malicious application by stored signature

patterns. The signature keeps malwares’

information detected by signature module and

the analysis module. In case the application is

not detected by the signature detection module,

the detection is proceeded by the analysis

module.

Fig. 2 The System Architecture of MWMon.

4.2.2 Analysis Module

The analysis module works in the static

analysis and the dynamic analysis. First, it

verifies the authority used in the Android

applications using the static analysis. It also

analyzes and tracks the called API function so

that the malicious patterns can be identified.

Then, this makes it possible to check if the

user information is leaked and collect the

leaked server of an attacker. After it calculates

the risk index of the application by the

authority and API function used, and the like,

it performs the dynamic analysis if the
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calculated value is beyond the threshold. The

dynamic analysis determines whether the

program is malicious or not by executing it in

the independent environment such as SandBox

and analyzing activity logs of the program.

Fig. 3 The Network Strucutre of ThinAV.

Once the detection module is performed and

the application is identified as the malware,

the information of it is stored in the local

signatures database. The package information

of the malware, the file signatures of the

application and the IP address to download the

file are stored, too.

4.3 Solution Comparison and Assessment

We compare the network structure of

ThinAV, the existing solution, with MWMon.

First, the network structure of ThinAV is

shown in Fig. 3. The structure ThinAV has is

that the Android client accesses to the

ThinAV server, and then the server detects

the malwares by using external antivirus

services via the Internet and informs the client

about it.

Fig. 4 The Network Strucutre of MWMon.

The network structure of MWMon can be

seen in Fig. 4. To detect incoming malicious

programs via the Internet in networks, MWMon

uses OpenFlow Controller. In ThinAV, the

client needs to access to the ThinAV server

or the server needs external antivirus using

the Internet for the detection whereas MWMon

detects malwares using SDN in internal

networks without any connections to the

Internet. Because it detects and blocks in

networks, it is more efficient in the lightweight

client environment.

Table 2 shows the comparison MWMon

with ThinAV and SplitScreen. MWMon, in

detail are as follows:

∙There are no needs to install programs on

clients or modify platforms because

detecting malwares is worked in networks.

∙There are no needs to connect to the

internet because it works without

third-party antivirus scanning services.

∙Through the analysis module, it also can

detect unknown malwares.

MWMon ThinAV
Split-

Screen

Install Client

Application or

Modify Client

Platform

X O O

Use

Third-party

AV scanning

X O X

Analysis

Module
O X X

Table 2 Solution Evaluation and Comparison

5. Conclusion

We looked into previous studies focused on

detecting and blocking mobile malwares, and
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suggested the solutions for them. Also, there

were the definition of the SDN which is the

up-and-coming paradigm in networks and

other studies that applied the software defined

networking to the security. For the lightweight

client environment, the system which detects

mobile malwares and blocks them using the

SDN was proposed in this study. The ways

the existing studies had researched into have

the client-server structure so that the client

needs to install programs or modify the client

platform. To improve the drawbacks, on the

other hand, what MWMon proposed is the

network-based mobile malwares detection

using the SDN. Because MWMon detects

malwares in networks, it is the advantage that

users are not asked to install any additional

programs. In this regard, detecting and

blocking malwares downloaded unawarely are

possible and thus the lightened client can be

used in the secure network environment.

In this paper, only the system to detect

malwares in the lightweight client environment

is presented. For the future study, we

implement the system to detect them using

the SDN. We plan to implement the system

based on open source solutions: in particular,

ClamAV[23] for signature-based detection,

ComDroid[21] and DroidMat[24] for static-

analysis, and TraceDroid[25] for dynamic-

analysis. We will look into the influence of the

malwares detection module on the performance

such as the traffic latency in real networks,

and also the accuracy of the module through

the future research, too.
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